**Raise the peace flag**

The 21st of September was declared as the international day for the peace by the UN. Vrede vzw was asking for several years to make this day visible by raising the peace flag. This year the peace flag was dedicated to the appeal “disarm to develop”. 63 Flemish cities and municipalities answered our appeal and raised the peace flag.

This year the UN dedicated the international day for the peace to “the right to develop”. Enormous military expenses (last year 1747 billion dollar was spent worldwide on the military) hinder that right and provoke violent conflicts. It’s necessary that those amounts of money are used wisely so they could cater to real human needs.

Belgium has no issues with the high military expenses. The future government has decided to buy new combat aircrafts (costing 6 billion euro’s). This decision is being made, now that according to Luc Coene governor of the National Bank, the next 4 years Belgium has to save 14 billion euro.

According to an opinion poll carried out by the university of Antwerp it turns out that more than half (53.5 %) of the Flemish people oppose the purchase of a new combat aircraft, 24.4 % has not formed an opinion.

The following cities and municipalities supported the appeal “disarm to develop” by raising the peace flag:
